
In September 2022, Ignacy Jan Paderewski Academy of Music in Poznań 
(www.amuz.edu.pl) in cooperation with Menntaskóli i tónlist, as a result of winning a 
grant competition on the basis of a submitted, original application, started the 
implementation of the project entitled CULTURE 3.0. The contemporary role of culture 
in building an integrated society by connecting artistic circles from Poland, Norway and 
Iceland. 
The project is intended to reduce economic and social differences within the EEA, 
increase awareness of the need to adapt the activities of people operating in the 
cultural sector to the current market requirements (including: the public and the 
business world) and strengthen the tripartite relations between partners in the field of 
culture through the implementation of joint initiatives: - 3 training cycles in three 
thematic blocks, - 40 concerts with a varied plot, - music workshops (including, among 
others, the 18th edition of the Poznań Flute Session and the Summer Academy of 
Music), and the preparation of 11 hard results (1 sheet music and didactic publication, 
3 educational textbooks, 1 textbook in Braille, 2 CDs and new music literature - 4). The 
project sets THREE strategic goals: 1. strengthening awareness of the role of culture 
in building an integrated civil society, 2. increasing knowledge and creating activities 
in the field of transculturalism and preserving Jewish cultural heritage, 3. strengthening 
tripartite cooperation in a partner group composed of representatives of the world of 
culture from Poland , Iceland and Norway, which is to lead to the most effective 
fulfillment of specific objectives and the implementation of the assumed results of the 
submitted Project. 
Project partners: 
Agder University (Kristiansand, Norway), Menntaskóli i tónlist (Reykjavik, Iceland), 
Skien kulturskole (Skien, Norway), G. Bacewicz in Koszalin, Association "East of 
Culture" 
Implementation date: 01/09/2022 - 31/03/2024 
Amount of funding: 129,210.28 Euro 
Programme: Culture, Measure II Improvement of access to culture and art 
Program Operator website: http://eogkultura.mkidn.gov.pl 
 
https://amuz.edu.pl/kultura-3-0/ 
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